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INTRODUCTION
Genetic recombination is a process practically universal in all living organisms, raising the question for its
evolutionary predominance. In eukaryotes, recombination occurs mainly in meiosis during the pairing of
homologous chromosomes, which reshuffles the genetic material between two chromatids (Fig. 1). There are
two main hypothesis for the advantage of recombination [1]: (1) It plays a mechanistical role in the cell cycle
(physiological hypothesis) and (2) it generates variation that may be beneficial when facing adaptive
challenges (evolutionary hypothesis). In the present work, I explore the second hypothesis, considering the
role of recombination in generating and maintaining genetic variability at the nucleotide level, and trying to
elucidate the conditions under which this variability generating process is selected favourably.

Figure 1. Basic scheme of genetic recombination. A pair of homologous chromosomes exchange reciprocally
genetic information by breakage and reunion of two chromatids, creating new allele compositions.

RECOMBINATION AND GENETIC VARIABILITY
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A positive correlation between rate of recombination
and nucleotide diversity was found (Fig. 2A) [2]. H0:
recombination is mutagenic, and more mutation rate
(µ) implies more divergence (K). H1: Mutation is not
the cause. No correlation between divergence and rate
of recombination was found (Fig. 2B), rejecting H0.
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The explanation for the correlation was attributed to linked selection, where linkage
disequilibrium (LD) is generated between a selected allele and neutral variation from
around: Selected alleles either from selective sweep (Fig. 3A) or background selection
(Fig. 3B) hitchhikes all tightly linked neutral variation to fixation or loss, respectively,
reducing the levels of nucleotide diversity (Fig. 4A).
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LD generated by linked selection is broken
down by recombination, avoiding the
reduction in neutral variability, and the
maintenance of high diversity levels (Fig. 4B).
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Figure 2. Scatterplot between rate of recombination and (A)
nucleotide diversity and (B) divergence. Adapted from [2].

Figure 3. Neutral variation (circles) is reduced in (A) selective sweep by favourable mutations
(stars) or (B) background selection by deleterious mutations (red circles). Adapted from [3].

Figure 4. Nucleotide diversity is (A) reduced by
linked selection or (B) maintained when
recombination (red cross) is present around
selected loci. Adapted from [4].

RECOMBINATION ENHANCES THE EFFICIENCY OF SELECTION: THE HILL-ROBERTSON EFFECT
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If there are multiple genetic variants
simultaneously selected, and they are mutually in
LD, an interference among them will appear [5].
This is known as Hill-Robertson interference
(HRi). Recombination, by breaking down the LD,
can relieve the selected variants from the
interference and expose them more efficiently to
selection. Different selective scenarios exemplify
HRi (Fig. 5). As a consequence, the rate of
adaptive fixation increases as recombination
increases, which allows a population to evolve at
higher rate [6].

Figure 5. Different selective scenarios for the HRi. If no
recombination is present, an interference appears
among (A) favourable mutations (Selective sweeps),
(B) deleterious mutations (Background Selection) or
(C) weakly selected sites (Weak HRi effects). When
recombination is present, favourable alleles (green)
are split from deleterious alleles (red) in different
chromosomes (blue), allowing selection to act more
efficiently, increasing or decreasing their frequency,
respectively. Adapted from [6].

CONCLUSIONS
The major roles of genetic recombination in the adaptability of a genome as a reasonable explanation for
its advantage and evolution are:
❖ It produces the highest additive genetic variance possible, by constantly changing allele combinations.
❖ It also maintains genetic variability in regions affected by linked selection after breaking down the LD.
❖ Lastly, it increases the efficiency of selection in the different HRi scenarios by eroding the LD, increasing
the rate of adaptive substitutions and allowing a population to evolve at higher rate.
Thus, regardless of its origin, genetic recombination produces an advantage not only in sexual
reproduction, but in mostly all living organisms, and it is likely to be explained from its central role shaping
and adapting the nucleotide patterns along the genome.
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The initial linear relationship between recombination and adaptation reaches an
asymptote at a recombination rate of ~2 cM/Mb (Fig. 6) [7]. This value can be interpreted
as the rate of adaptive evolution that would occur if there was no HRi. Therefore, there
exists an optimal value of recombination (Ropt) for the adaptation rate of a genome. Using
Ropt, HRi was estimated to reduce the evolutionary adaptation rate by ~27% (shaded area
in Fig. 6) in the D. melanogaster genome [8], which is a highly significant value.

Figure 6. Relationship between
adaptation rate and recombination
rate. An asymptotic value is reached at
a recombination rate of 2 cM/Mb
(Ropt), where alleles are free from HRi.
Figure from [6].
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